UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS WITH
UNIVALENT DERIVATIVES. II
BY

S. M. SHAHO AND S. Y. TRIMBLE

1. Introduction. Let D denote the open unit disc with center at the origin. It is
known that if/and all its derivatives are univalent in D, then/must be an entire
function of exponential type [11]. However, to conclude that/is entire, we shall
show it is not necessary to suppose that each derivative is univalent in D.
Let pn be the largest number with the property that/(n) is univalent in an open
disc about the origin of radius pn. (Note that pn is finite unless f<n)(z)=az+b.
We shall exclude this possibility by always assuming that / is not a polynomial.)
In this paper, we investigate the relation between the growth of {pn}ñ=o and the
radius of convergence of / about the origin. In particular, we show that if pn
converges to zero slowly enough, then / must still be an entire function. (See the
corollary to Theorem 1.) Further, if/is entire, we exhibit relations between the
growth of {/>„}"=o and the order and type of/

It is well known [12, p. 212], [3] that if/is defined in a disc about the origin of
radius p by
CO

f(z) = 2 *nZ\
lt=0

and if al ^0, then/is

(l.i)

univalent in this disc if

2 "kl/"1 â m.

n=2

It is also well known [6, p. 213], [4, p. 3] that if/is

(1.2)

univalent in D, then a^O

and

|a2| ^ 2|ai|.

We shall use both these facts in the proofs below. For convenience of notation,
we shall sometimes write/(0)=/and
an = a(n).
2. Derivatives with varying radii of univalence. We single out two kinds of
functions. Let / be an analytic function defined in |z|<Ä. (We allow R=<x>.)
We shall say that / has property (A) at N if there is a nonnegative integer, N,

such that for n^N, p„>0. Note that this implies that if n^N, then an+1^0. We
shall say that / has property (B) at A^if there is a positive integer, N, such that
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{|aB-i/flii|}r=w ¡s a positive and nondecreasing sequence. Note that property (B)
implies property (A).

Theorem 1. Let f be defined by f(z) = 2"= 0 akzk. Let R denote the radius of
convergence of f and pn the radius of univalence offin\

(2.1)

Then

liminfnPn^4R
n-*oo

and
(2.2)

R log 2 ^ lim sup npn.
n-»oo

If f has property (A) at N, then
(2.3)

lim mf[n(pNpN+1-- •Pn)1'»] ¿ 4eR.
n-* oo

If f has property (B), then
(2.4)

R log 2 è Hm inf /!/>„^ lim sup nPn Ú 47?.
n~»oo

n-»oo

Proof. If an infinite number of the pn are zero, then (2.1) is obviously true. So,
suppose / has property (A) at N. Let Fn(z)=fn)(Pnz).
Using (1.2) on Fn and

assuming n^N, we have
(2.5)

\an +2\ Í 4k +1|/(n + 2)Pn.

Since liminfn-.», \a„/an+1\^R,

(2.1) is established. If/has
property (B), then
lim,!.,«, \an/an+l\ = R and the right-hand part of (2.4) is established.
Using (2.5), an induction argument shows that if k^N+2, then
,

| < 4*-*-1|a„

+ 1|(/V-+l)!

I"kl = —,-\TT"

{PnPn + i- ■■Pk-2)K-

So,

I

lim sup |afc|1/fc g T7-

R

*-.r

'"*'

= liming

4e
[k(PN- ■■Pkyk]

This proves (2.3).
We no longer assume that/has

property (A). Let 0<r<R.

Since 2 |an|rn<oo,

there is an increasing sequence, {np}p=1; of positive integers such that forp =1,2,...,

and k=2, 3,...,

we have |a(wp+ l)|^ {afa+k)^"-1.

For « = 1,2,...,

let xn=

„(l_2-1'<"+2>). Then

^ (k + np)\\a(np+ k)\rk[x(np)r < , ,

(2.6) «

iFÔïS

, n| ^ (fe+ "p)! /*(»p)\fc

' = rW">+1»¿2 (k-l)\ [ np )
= («„+!)!

|fl(n„+l)|rx(«p)
nP

Define Fp in 7J)by

Fp(z)=/M«*(»r)/»,>)-
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From (1.1) and (2.6), it follows that Fp is univalent in D. Hence, «.(«„)/«„ ^ p(«p).
Since limn_oo xn = log2,

(2.2) is proved.

Now assume that/has
property (B) at N. If n^N, let rn = |an_1/an|. Then for
k=2, 3,..., we have |an +i| __|an+fc|rS_1- Using the preceding argument, it follows

that if «__/V,then
(2.7)

rnxn Ú npn.

Since lim,,.,^ rnxn = R log 2, (2.4) follows and the entire theorem is proved.
Corollary.
If\\mn^x npn=co, then fis a transcendental entire function. If fis
a transcendental entire function, then limsupn_M «/>„= oo. If f is a transcendental
entire function with property (B), then limn_„_ npn = co.

The converse of the first part of this corollary is false. In fact, if {£•-}"=0 is any
sequence of positive numbers such that lim infn_.cc ¿>„>0, then there is an entire
function, / such that each pn>0 but liminfn_~, bnpn=0. For instance, consider
the following: If n=0, 1.let
a_n=l/((2«)!)1/2 and a2n+1= \/b2n((2n + l)l)m.
(If ¿>2n
= 0, let a2n+i=0. There can only be a finite number of these.) Define/ by
f\(z) = Zn=o onzn- Then / is certainly entire, and for large «, (2.5) becomes
¿2nP2ná4/(2« + 2)1'2.

The converse of the second part of the corollary is also false. Let «x=2. Suppose
that/?__ 1 and that np has been chosen. Let «p +1 be an integer such that nP+1>«p

and if j __«p+! +1 —«„, then
f(j+"r)n>

+ 1 ^ «p'-1"2i

If n = «p for some/», let an +1= 1. Otherwise, let a„ = 0. Define/2 by/2(z) = 2/°=i afz1.
We use (1.1) to show that/_V is univalent in a disc about the origin of radius
l/(»„)1/a:

2j

(=2

(,;+«-)

!fl(/+«p)

_!_<

v

(J+*,)!

7"!

<

î

(-^^

= î><K+l)!.

Hence, for/2, lim sup-^.« «pn^lim supp_oo «p/(«p)1'2 = co, but the radius of convergence of/2 about the origin is 1.

3. Entire functions and univalent derivatives. Next, we obtain relations between
the radii of univalence of the derivatives of an entire function,/ and the order and
type of/ In this and the following section, we shall let A be the order and A be
the lower order of/ If 0 < A < oo, we let T be the type and t be the lower type of/
Several results connecting the order and type of an entire function with the
sequence, {p„}„°_i,already exist. Boas has shown [1] that if/is a transcendental
entire function of exponential type less than log 2, then there is a subsequence,
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{p(np)}p=1, such that p(np)^ 1 for all p. (Levinson [5] supplied a second proof of
this.) Boas also pointed out [1] that if the order off is less than one, or iff is of .
order one but minimal type, then limsupn_ao pB—°°. Pólya [7, p. 18] has stated

that

liminfl£ifn ^ tJ±
»-.oo

log«

A

ï Hmsup l^-".
n-co

lOg«

We shall improve these results and establish several more as well.

Lemma. Let f be defined on \z\<R by f(z) = *2.k=0akzk.(We allow R = oo.) Let
v(r) denote its central

index. For «=1,2,...,

let jc„= «(1—2"1,(n +2)). Then if

R>r>0andv(r)^2,
(3.1)

rx(v(r) -l)<

(v(r) - l)p(v(r) -1).

Proof. Let 0<r<R.
Then \a(v(r))\>\a(v(r)+k)\r'c
for k=l,2,....
Suppose
n = v(r)—l. Using the same argument that proved (2.2), it follows that rxn<npn.

Theorem 2. Let f be a transcendental entire function defined byf(z) = ^=0 anzn.
Let S = lim infrio, v(r)/r. Then

(3.2)

liminflog(max{l,«Pn})^
n-oo

(3.3)

1

log«

A

i^iimsup10^A
„-«,

log«

and
(3.4)

^

á lim sup Pn.

Suppose that 0< A<oo and that f has property (A) at N. In this case

(3.5)

e*-1 lim inf «A" Va è lim inf Q>nPk+1-■•/^"(ir*-1)

Ú ~^-

In any case,

(3.6)

liminf«A-VA^4^-

Proof. To prove (3.2), we may assume that «p„^l
It is known [8] that

for all « and that A>0.

iA £ um
inf108log«
W"*^.
„->«,
From (2.5), we have that
lognPn < log4+log

|an+1/an+2|.

Hence,

1 ^ liminf
A

„_„

log«
l0g(«+l)

/logj^logj^
\ log«

log«/

= ^flog«^
„-.oo
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It has been shown [13] that
1 ..
logr
- = lim sup
A

Since/is

r-.oo

\ogv(r)

entire, lim,_oo v(r) = oo. So, from (3.1), for all large r, we have

logr
\ogv(r)

< \ogp(v(r)-l)

[ . | logx(v(r)-l)

-1 log(-(r)-l)

logv(r)

Hence,

1 < i-_iogpKO-i),

-r s lim sup -¡—r~r\—7T

A

r-.»

+1

log (-■(/)-1)

i

á 1 + lim sup ^2n-oo

log«

This establishes (3.3).
Using (3.1) again, for large r we have

'

, Mr)-1)

v(r)<x(v(r)-l)

Therefore,

I < um sup PMr)-D < limsup-^pn
8 = J,m,ÍUPx(_(r)-l)

This proves (3.4).
Now suppose that/has
(3.7)

=

log 2

property (A) at N. It is known [2, p. 11] that
eAT = lim sup « | an \A,n.

But
ak

lim sup «|a-|A'n = lim sup «
n-co

»-•

k=N+

A/n

ßfc-1

From (2.5),
A in

eAT ¿ lim sup «
B-.0O

I -r-I
k = N + 2 \KPk-2l

= (4e)A lim sup
n-»oo

(PnPn + 1' ■ "Pn)

Since the left-hand inequality of (3.5) is always true, (3.5) is proved. If an infinite
number of the pn are zero, then (3.6) is trivial. If only a finite number of the pn
are zero, then (3.6) becomes (3.5). This establishes the theorem.
Suppose that 0< A<oo, and let S' = lim infr_oo v(r)/rA. In [9], it was shown that

8'¿At^AT.

(3.8)

Hence, if A = l, (3.4) can be written as

^log2ál.msup/jii
I

O

n-* oo

Further, if A< 1, then 8=0, and either (3.3) or (3.4) imply that lim supn_„o Pn= °°This, together with (3.8), yield improvements on the results of Boas. We note that
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there are transcendental entire functions of order one such that 8=0 and 5">0.

For example, let
00

-p

n = 1 Pn ■

where /?_= 3 and if «>1, />„= [/>»-_log/>„_!]. Then A=r=l,

but 8=0. We

summarize these results in a corollary.

Corollary

1. If\<\,

then limsupn^„o pn= oo. If A = l, then

log 2 _ log 2 . ,.
-f-t Ú —f^ hm
sup Pn.
o
n_co
In particular,

if 8=0,

then lim supn_„o />n=oo.

From (3.2) and (3.4), we get a second corollary.

Corollary

2. If A> 1, /«e« lim inf^o» p„=0. 7/"A= 1, i«e«
=, ^ lim inf pn.
1

n-*oo

In particular, if A= 1 a«i/ T=co, then lim infn_œ p„ = 0.

If A= 1 and 0< T<oo, then it may be the case that
0 < lim inf pn ^ lim sup pn < oo.
n-+oo

n-* oo

The function, (¡>(z)= ez, is an example of this.
Theorem 3. Let f be an entire function with property (B) at N. Let
y = lim sup v(r)/r.
r-»oo

Then

(3.9)

Hminf !?1* = iz*
n-co

(3.10)

log«

^

A

¡g ÍZ* = i¡m sup ^
A

n-oo

log«

á lim inf ^ ^ -,

and

(3.11)

!2|i^1¡msup
O

n-,00

^4
o

Suppose 0 < A < oo. r«e«
(log2)A

á Ate1-Alimsup(/>wpJ,+1---pB)A/n(«A"1)

^ 4A

n-»oo

and
(log2)A

^ Are1-Aliminf(/w„

+ 1.-PJA'n(«A~1)

n-* «
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Proof. It is known [8] that
(3.12)

iim inflog\an/an +1\ _ 1
n-oo

log«

A

1

log \ajan+1\

^

A

„_oo

log«

From (2.5) and (2.7), it follows that for n^N
an-i

(3.13)

< npn < 4

Hence, from (3.12) and (3.13), we get (3.9).
Since/has

property (B), we have that

y = lim sup «

a„
a«_i

and
8 = lira inf «

From this, (2.5), and (2.7), parts (3.10) and (3.11) can be proved.
Assume now that 0< A<oo. From [10], it follows that
eAt = liminf«|an|A,n.

We use this, (3.7), and (3.13) to establish the last two parts of the theorem. The
proofs are similar to the proof of (3.5), and so are omitted.
Corollary.
Let f be an entire function with property (B).
(i) If A< 1, then liran^x pn = oo.

(ii) IfX>l, then limn^œ p„=0.
(iii) If A=l, then lim,,,.,*,pn= <x>
if and only ifT=0. Iflim,,.^ p„= 0, then i = oo.
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from (3.9). From [9], we have that if A=l,

then S^t^TSyúeT.

Part (iii) follows from this, (3.10), and (3.11).

4. Conclusion. So far, all of the work has been done with functions defined in
discs centered at the origin. However, this work immediately carries over to
functions defined in a disc centered at any point in the plane. To be specific, let
/be analytic on A = {z : |z-z0| <r} and let g(z)=f(rz+z0)
for ze D. Then/(n) is
univalent on {z : |z-z0| < pn^r} if and only if gin) is univalent on {z : \z\ < pjr}.
The authors would like to thank Professor J. D. Buckholtz for reading the
manuscript and for helpful suggestions.
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